
Charterstone: English & Language Arts Lesson Plan 
Learning the game: Charterstone is a competitive worker placement legacy game for 1 to 6 players ages 14 
and up. In Charterstone, players are competing to colonize the lands outside of Greengully as dictated by the 
Forever King. A full campaign of Charterstone comprises 12 separately played games. During those 12 games, 
permanent stickers will be placed on the board and more rules and options will be presented and integrated 
into the game. Once the legacy game is complete, there will be a one of a kind worker placement board that 
can be used to continue playing single games of Charterstone! Here is a non-spoiler video on how to get 
started. 

Topics Covered:  

• Storytelling 
• Writing 
• Vocabulary 
• Critical Thinking 

Lesson Objectives:  

• Grades 6-8: Students will be able to create a short story or diary entry that accurately describes playing 
Charterstone though an appropriate perspective.  

• Grades 9-12: Students will be able to construct a weekly newspaper by writing different articles that 
will be able to describe multiple games of Charterstone.   

Academic Language and Vocabulary: Quests, workers, chronicle, scenario, objective card, story cards, 
advancement card, rule cards, archive, index, scriptorium tuckbox, general supply, game resources (metal, 
grain, wood, coal, clay, and pumpkin), charter, charter chest, influence tokens, victory point marker, quota, 
reputation, progress token, fiction, primary resource, newspaper article, narrative adventure, epilogue. 

 

Questions/Activities: 

• “Weekly Newspaper”:  
o After the conclusion of each game session, have all players produce materials that would be a 

part of a newspaper! Assign each player to write a section of the Greengully Gazette describing 
an aspect from the game. Players may decide to write about their character or another aspect 
of the game that a player is not already writing about. Writing submissions should be between 
500-900 words. Feel free to reference chronicle cards in your articles. Players may choose to 
take pictures of the game board to help visually represent the topic they are writing about. All 
materials may be combined to produce a complete newspaper.   

• Radio Show/Play: Have the players work in pairs to retell a specific event, encounter, or interaction 
that occurred during the game. When players retell, they may reenact it by producing an audio play or 
a physical play. Have the players not currently presenting ask questions after the performance and 
guess what the event being portrayed is!  

• Produce one or more of the writing products: 
o Write a narrative of the entire adventure through the perspective of the character you played.   
o Complete a diary entry after each play session from the perspective of your character.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrY7APNTzL8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrY7APNTzL8


• What role does the progress track have on the land that surrounds Greengully? Write a one paragraph 
description of what could be in this land. Have each player read their descriptions aloud and have all 
other players react and ask questions about the land. Players can compare what they thought with 
what others thought and discuss differences.  

• Identify vocabulary words throughout the game: Keep a journal of words you come across and after 
each game played write down those words. At the end of each game, write five unique sentences that 
use your vocabulary words.  

• Create an epilogue scenario to add to the end of your legacy game play by completing the following: 
o Have each player write a narrative that is at least two paragraphs and discusses how the events 

at the end of the campaign impacted the future of Greengully. Consider how much time has 
passed between the 12th chapter and the epilogue and what could have changed in that time.  

o Have all players construct quests and for the epilogue chapter game. Use at least one 
vocabulary word from the game when creating materials for a 13th chapter.  

 

Lesson Modifications: 

• If players completed the “Weekly Newspaper” activity above, have the players combine all their 
newspaper collections and treat them as primary resources. Attempt to reverse engineer the events of 
the game by also examining the board and the rulebook. Have each person in the activity make a claim 
and support it by only using the newspaper articles that all the players have created. 

• After completing the campaign of Charterstone, re-draw the map of the new area that was constructed 
during the game. Make sure that the map has each charter clearly labeled and that each location from 
the game has all aspects marked in some way.   

• Select one game you played and record how many times you take each action in the game. Then graph 
your results and respond to the following points about your results and how they reflect your action 
selection: 

o Did you tend to do one action more and others? Do you think this helped you succeed in the 
game? 

o Identify a trend on your graph where a Quest or other gameplay factor outside of your control 
impacted your action selection.  

• Select one rule that was added to the game that was not a rule in the beginning of the game. How did 
the new rule impact your game play? Discuss by either writing out one paragraph where you described 
the impact or have a conversation with another player about the rule.   

• Once completing the legacy portion, complete a single game. Identify elements established from the 
legacy game and how certain things being in certain places (i.e. locations that have certain actions and 
not others).  

 

Content Background Knowledge:  

• Free editable newspaper templates 
• Scholastic: How to write a newspaper article 
• 10 tips to improve story writing 
• National Geographic: Elements of Storytelling 
• What are primary resources 

https://www.flipsnack.com/templates/newspapers
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/writing-newspaper-article/
https://jerz.setonhill.edu/writing/creative1/shortstory/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/elements-storytelling/
https://libguides.csudh.edu/c.php?g=731504&p=5225577


 

 

Standards:   

• Grades 6-8:  
o CCS.ELA.6-8.W.3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using  

effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences. 
o CCS.ELA.6-8.SL.2: Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse media and formats 

(e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the motives (e.g., social, commercial, political) 
behind its presentation. 

o C3F.D2.Geo.3.6-8. Use paper based and electronic mapping and graphing techniques to 
represent and analyze spatial patterns of different environmental and cultural characteristics. 

• Grades 9-12:  
o CCS.ELA.9-12.W.3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
o effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences. 
o CCS.ELA.9-12.W.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 

and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
o CCS.ELA.9-12.SL.4: Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear 

and distinct perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or 
opposing perspectives are addressed, and the organization, development, substance, and style 
are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks. 

o C3F.D3.4.9-12. Refine claims and counterclaims attending to precision, significance, and 
knowledge conveyed through the claim while pointing out the strengths and limitations of 
both. 
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i Christopher Gibbs is a certified teacher in the state of Connecticut and has his Masters in teaching from 
Central Connecticut State University. He has been playing tabletop and role-playing games for more than 20 
years.  


